**Safety**

*Be Safe on Your Bike* by Joe Maloney, Rosen (early fluent)*

*Don’t Talk to Strangers* by Nicholas Wrazen, Rosen (upper emergent)*

*Facts about Earthquakes* by David E. Kegley, Rosen (early fluent)*

*Facts about Forest Fires* by Sharon McConnell, Rosen (early fluent)*

*People Who Keep You Safe* by Cathy French, Benchmark (early)*

*Safe at Work* by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

*Safety at the Playground* by Joe Maloney, Rosen (early emergent)*

*Safety on the School Bus* by Sarah Florence, Rosen (early emergent)*

*Safety Signs* by Scott Peters, Benchmark (emergent)*

*Signals for Safety* by Nancy White, Newbridge (fluent)*

*Ten Easy Tips for Staying Safe* by Cindy James, Rosen (fluent)*

*What If You Get Lost?* by Elizabet Kernan, Rosen (early emergent)*

---

**Seasons and Weather**

*Scholastic Learning Centers—Weather* *

*Storms* by Susan Canizares & Betsy Chessen

*Sun* by Susan Canizares & Daniel Moreton

*Water* by Susan Canizares & Pamela Chanko

*Weather* by Pamela Chanko & Daniel Moreton

*Wind* by Susan Canizares & Betsy Chessen

*A Favorite Season* by Linda Ross, McGraw-Hill (K)

*A Snowman* by Rose Kelbrick, Wright Group (Red)

*Animals in Winter* by Jane Snyder, Rosen (early emergent)

*Apple Tree Year* by Susan Ring, Newbridge (emergent)*

*Avalanche!* by John Rickus, Rosen (early fluency)*

*Bundle Up* by Christina Wilsdon, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (emergent)

*Changing Weather* by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*

*Check the Weather* by Nancy Roser, Harcourt (Level 1)*

*Clouds, Rain and Fog* by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 2)

*Facts about Tornados* by Carrie Stuart, Rosen (early fluency)*

*Fall* by Judy Nayer, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)

*Getting Cold! Getting Hot!* by Brian & Jillian Cutting, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 2)

*Getting Dressed* by Jillian Cutting, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (upper emergent)

*Hot and Cold Weather* by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 2)

*Hurricanes and Tropical Storms* by Jennifer Nowak, Rosen (early fluency)*

*I Can See My Shadow* by Lesley Pether, National Geographic Windows on Literacy

*I Like Winter* by Greg Moskal, Rosen (emergent)*

---

* Teacher Favorites